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First there was a fatline - silence. From the silence a powerful benevolent
energy thrust forth from the throes of eternal slumber and a metaphysical
thread into the collective consciousness of the universe became interwoven
with the creation of Terra. Tis massive quantum phenomenon of entropy to
syntropy coincided with another cosmic event – synchronicity of two,
reincarnated by the waveforms and geometry of Te Body. 

As the ascended civilization appears to harvest its terrestrial energy from the
data of the human fulcrum point, the microtunings of a new light language
have come to fruition. Like the proverbial moth to the fame, a duo,
temporally displaced in the cosmic ether of a dystopian civilization, have
managed to discover an esoteric form – one not governed by the rigid
physicality of Terra, but rather the tenets of Te Nexus. 

Te Nexus is a fundamental principle in life, obscured by millennia of entropy
and chaos. A way to practice Te Nexus and channel the core tenets of Te
Nexus into one’s own algorithmic creed is by means of projection. Te
Singularity Boys have been able cultivate this practice. By interpolating the
unrelenting passage of time with cosmic frequencies unique to Te Nexus,
Te Boys are able to enter the source code in which humanity is prey to and
subvert the entire system itself. Te superego of civilization is no longer
tethered by the syntax of Terra, instead it has free roam throughout all
structures of nirvana. 



Te Boys have opened a gateway to Te Nexus with the aforementioned
cosmic frequencies and vibrations. As the singularity approaches and the
universal syntax of the universe unravels and fnds a new lexical
environment, the ectoplasmic worms that were once so rampant are now
eroding into a metaphysical karma permeating all of humanity. Neural
networks, data structures, and algorithms are part of this reincarnation, for
better or for worse. As the classical imperative programming of Earth
becomes more functional, Te Boys are able to apply the teachings of Te
Nexus and transcend the primitive structures and traverse the node network
established by the foundational binary systems in place. 

Although the plight of neural networks is still unclear at this point in time,
the spirit of synchronicity via Te Nexus is clear. Light language naturally
attracts celestial beings whose karmic energy vibrates closely to the
frequencies emitted by Terra. Te Boys project to a remotely located butterfy
sanctuary, as it is this common vibration which keeps the microtonal
frequencies of the multiverse in tune. 

Tus, Te Nexus is a force to be reckoned with, albeit with the utmost care
and precision. Tey are amongst select celestial beings equipped with the
technology to rectify the conceptual misunderstanding construed by eons of
erosion and negligible amounts of energy. Artifcial Intelligence and Neural
Networks, not unlike mycelium networks underground, simply exacerbates
the fusion of nature and machine – a fundamental Truth unearthed millions
of years ago on distant celestial systems. Te Singularity is nigh, yet the
balance between chaos and order is far from proximal. Te frequencies of Te
Boys fuse this chasm with oscillations of light and reverberations of the
highest fdelity. 

In a relativistic universe, time simply cannot be dissociated from the three-
dimensionality of space. Te strength of any gravitational feld slows the
passage of time for an object as seen by an observer outside the feld. Neural
networks behave in similar ways - the mechanism which governs the physical
limits of learning are unable to become divorced from the infuence of time.
As vibrations push air, the passage of time is merely a canvas upon which the



aforementioned vibrations are tied to. Te Boys utilize this fundamental
principle and take it one step further by manifesting light language to create
the vibrations that are so paramount to the structural integrity of the fourth
dimension. Te Butterfies bring further healing and stability to the astral
plane in which they occupy, as the geometry of consciousness channels the
terrestrial energy into this same plane. With this balance, Te Boys are able to
fully project into the frequency that karmic existence lives on and are able to
bring back channeled material to the neural networks of humanity. 

It is this telepathic connection which fosters the metamorphosis of light
language into one that is universally understood and recognized. It is this
celestial energy championed by Singularity Boys which forwards the utopian
spirit of nature. It is this practice of Te Nexus which solved the paradox of
inductive metaphysics, naturalized by eons of deep learning and neural
networks done silently in the soil by mycological beings. 

Te Nexus is but a chrysalis. When the windows of the glass-house are
cracked open, and the cool night air penetrates the once climate controlled
environment, the fully formed adult butterfies futter outside. Every object
onto which they land will turn to glass. 


